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Just Do Something
People -- frustrating, confusing, disappointing, complicated -- are the most difficult
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part of leadership, and they challenge leaders everywhere, from leaders of many
to managers of a few. In this book Chuck DeGroat addresses the flawed nature of
people and offers wisdom for leaders of all types in dealing with just about anyone
who is difficult to lead and to love. Toughest People to Love explores the basics of
how people "tick," encouraging leaders to examine and take care of themselves so
that they can better understand and care for others. Based on DeGroat's wealth of
experience as a pastor, professor, and therapist, this book -- both wise and
practical -- is one that countless leaders will go back to time and again for valuable
insights and renewed vision.

In the Realm of Hungry Ghosts
“Erica Garza has written a riveting, can’t-look-away memoir of a life lived
hardcore…In an era when predatory male sexual behavior has finally become a
topic of urgent national discourse…Getting Off makes for a wild, timely read”
(Elle). A fixation on porn and orgasm, strings of failed relationships and serial hookups with strangers, inevitable blackouts to blunt the shame—these are not things
we often hear women share publicly, and not with the candor, eloquence, and
introspection Erica Garza brings to Getting Off. What sets this courageous and
riveting account apart from your typical misery memoir is the absence of any
precipitating trauma beyond the garden variety of hurt we’ve all had to endure in
simply becoming a person—reckoning with family, learning to be social, integrating
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what it means to be sexual. Whatever tenor of violence or abuse Erica’s life took
on through her behavior was of her own making, fueled by fear, guilt, self-loathing,
self-pity, loneliness, and the hopelessness those feelings brought on as she runs
from one side of the world to the other in an effort to break her habits—from East
Los Angeles to Hawaii and Southeast Asia, through the brothels of Bangkok and the
yoga studios of Bali to disappointing stabs at therapy and twelve-steps back home.
In these remarkable pages, Garza draws an evocative, studied portrait of the
anxiety that fuels her obsessions, as well as the exhilaration and hope she begins
to feel when she suspects she might be free of them. Getting Off offers a brave
and necessary voice to our evolving conversations about addiction and the impact
that internet culture has had on us all—“a profoundly genuine, gripping story that
any reader can appreciate” (Vice). “In reading Garza’s insight into her own
experiences, we better understand ourselves” (The New York Times Book Review).

Yellow Woman and a Beauty of the Spirit
For so long, Christians have looked at lust and pornography as "men's" issues.
Statistics indicate that more and more women are struggling with this as well.
What's it like to be a woman with this struggle in the church? How do you find
freedom? How do you find healing? Can God still love you? Will He still use you?
Christian writer and speaker, Jessica Harris, answers these questions by walking
the reader through her own journey, from the rags of pornography to the riches of
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grace.

The Nubian Prince
Named to ten BEST OF THE YEAR lists and selected as a William C. Morris Award
Winner,The Serpent King is the critically acclaimed, much-beloved story of three
teens who find themselves--and each other--while on the cusp of graduating from
high school with hopes of leaving their small-town behind. Perfect for fans of John
Green's Turtles All the Way Down. "Move over, John Green; Zentner is coming for
you." —The New York Public Library “Will fill the infinite space that was left in your
chest after you finished The Perks of Being a Wallflower.” —BookRiot.com Dill isn't
the most popular kid at his rural Tennessee high school. After his father fell from
grace in a public scandal that reverberated throughout their small town, Dill
became a target. Fortunately, his two fellow misfits and best friends, Travis and
Lydia, have his back. But as they begin their senior year, Dill feels the coils of his
future tightening around him. His only escapes are music and his secret feelings
for Lydia--neither of which he is brave enough to share. Graduation feels more like
an ending to Dill than a beginning. But even before then, he must cope with
another ending--one that will rock his life to the core. Debut novelist Jeff Zentner
provides an unblinking and at times comic view of the hard realities of growing up
in the Bible belt, and an intimate look at the struggles to find one’s true self in the
wreckage of the past. “A story about friendship, family and forgiveness, it’s as
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funny and witty as it is utterly heartbreaking.” —PasteMagazine.com “A brutally
honest portrayal of teen life . . . [and] a love letter to the South from a man who
really understands it.” —Mashable.com “I adored all three of these characters and
the way they talked to and loved one another.”—New York Times

A Companion to Wolves
Bold and impassioned, sharp and defiant, Leslie Marmon Silko's essays evoke the
spirit and voice of Native Americans. Whether she is exploring the vital importance
literature and language play in Native American heritage, illuminating the
inseparability of the land and the Native American people, enlivening the ways and
wisdom of the old-time people, or exploding in outrage over the government's longstanding, racist treatment of Native Americans, Silko does so with eloquence and
power, born from her profound devotion to all that is Native American. Yellow
Woman and a Beauty of the Spirit is written with the fire of necessity. Silko's call to
be heard is unmistakable; there are stories to remember, injustices to redress,
ways of life to preserve. It is a work of major importance, filled with indispensable
truths--a work by an author with an original voice and a unique access to both
worlds.

The Sympathizer
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Creating a safe haven for each other in a marriage can enable a couple to weather
any storm. However, that accomplishment is certainly easier said than done. Two
psychologists present a detailed blueprint for establishing a marital safe haven so
that couples can count on each other and avoid criticizing, blaming and shutting
out their partners during tough times.

Clean
Once a worker for an idealistic aid group, a disillusioned Moises Froissard now
spends his life seeking the world's most beautiful men, women, and children from
among the illegal immigrants, refugees, and dispossessed for Club Olympus, an
exclusive international sex club, in a compelling novel about the international sex
trade. Reprint. 10,000 first printing.

The Serpent King
Anthropology is the study of all humans in all times in all places. But it is so much
more than that. "Anthropology requires strength, valor, and courage," Nancy
Scheper-Hughes noted. "Pierre Bourdieu called anthropology a combat sport, an
extreme sport as well as a tough and rigorous discipline. It teaches students not to
be afraid of getting one's hands dirty, to get down in the dirt, and to commit
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yourself, body and mind. Susan Sontag called anthropology a "heroic" profession."
What is the payoff for this heroic journey? You will find ideas that can carry you
across rivers of doubt and over mountains of fear to find the the light and life of
places forgotten. Real anthropology cannot be contained in a book. You have to go
out and feel the world's jagged edges, wipe its dust from your brow, and at times,
leave your blood in its soil. In this unique book, Dr. Michael Wesch shares many of
his own adventures of being an anthropologist and what the science of human
beings can tell us about the art of being human. This special first draft edition is a
loose framework for more and more complete future chapters and writings. It
serves as a companion to anth101.com, a free and open resource for instructors of
cultural anthropology. This 2018 text is a revision of the "first draft edition" from
2017 and includes 7 new chapters.

Beggar's Daughter
The Regulation of Sex-Themed Visual Imagery
When Narcissism Comes to Church
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Why won’t God reveal his special will for my life already? Because he doesn’t
intend to So says Kevin DeYoung in this punchy book about making decisions the
godly way. Many of us are listening for the still small voice to tell us what’s next
instead of listening to the clear voice in Scripture telling us what’s now. God does
have a will for your life, but it is the same as everyone else’s: Seek first the
kingdom of God. And quit floundering. With pastoral wisdom and tasteful wit,
DeYoung debunks unbiblical ways of understanding God’s will and constructs a
simple but biblical alternative: live like Christ. He exposes the frustrations of our
waiting games and unfolds the freedom of finding God’s will in Scripture and then
simply doing it. This book is a call to put down our Magic 8-Balls and pick up God’s
Word. It’s a call to get wisdom, follow Christ, be holy, and live freely. To just do
something.

The Mighty Man Manual
Siam Mapped
I’m being pulled in a thousand different directions. As a therapist, Chuck DeGroat
hears that line all the time. “I hear it from students and software developers,” he
says. “I hear it from spiritual leaders and coffee baristas. And I hear it from my own
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inner self.” We all feel that nasty pull to and fro, the frantic busyness that exhausts
us and threatens to undo us. And we all think we know the solution — more
downtime, more relaxation, more rest. And we’re all wrong. As DeGroat himself
has discovered, the real solution to what pulls us apart is wholeheartedness, a way
of living and being that can transform us from the inside out. And that’s what
readers of this book will discover too.

The Holy Spirit and Christian Experience
This paperback edition includes an exclusive conversation between Bill and
Giuliana Rancic, hosts of NBC’s Ready for Love, and Tracy McMillan, one of its
expert matchmakers. This new relationship show features three of America’s most
eligible guys searching for their soul mates. If you’re looking to get married and
you’re not, there’s most likely a very good reason: you. Hey, you’re certainly not a
bad person! You just haven’t yet become the woman you need to be in order to
have the partnership you want. That’s where this book comes in. Based on her
wildly popular Huffington Post article, Tracy McMillan’s Why You’re Not Married . . .
Yet dishes out no-holds-barred practical wisdom for women hoping to head down
the aisle. And this new edition features even more candid advice and sisterly
insight. McMillan points out the behaviors that might be in your blind spot and
shows you how to adjust them to get the relationship you deserve. Do any of these
chapter headings sound familiar? • You’re a Bitch: How defensiveness can hide
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behind a tough exterior, and why being nice is never a sign of weakness. • You’re a
Liar: How to stop lying to men—and get honest with yourself—about the kind of
relationship you really want. • You’re Selfish: The big secret about marriage: It’s
about giving something, not getting it. A funny, insightful guide, Why You’re Not
Married . . . Yet will change your life and the way you think about relationships, and
it may very well lead you down the aisle. “Very wise . . . Give this book to every
single girlfriend [you] have.”—Marie Claire “Equal parts BFF, boot-camp instructor,
and relationship guru, Tracy McMillan will change the way you think about yourself
and your relationships. This book is for every woman out there who wants to have
a great marriage.”—Ricki Lake

Everything Is F*cked
In The Holy Spirit and Christian Experience, Simeon Zahl presents a fresh vision for
Christian theology that foregrounds the relationship between theological ideas and
the experiences of Christians. He argues that theology is always operating in a
vibrant landscape of feeling and desiring, and shows that contemporary theology
has often operated in problematic isolation from these experiential dynamics. He
then argues that a theologically serious doctrine of the Holy Spirit not only
authorizes but requires attention to Christian experience. Against this background,
Zahl outlines a new methodological approach to Christian theology that attends to
the emotional and experiential power of theological ideas. This methodology draws
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on recent interdisciplinary work on affect and emotion, which has shown that
affects are powerful motivating realities that saturate all dimensions of human
thinking and acting. In the process, Zahl also explains why contemporary theology
has often been ambivalent about subjective experience, and demonstrates that
current discourse about God's activity in the world is often artificially abstracted
from experience and embodiment. At the heart of the book, Zahl proposes a new
account of the theology of grace from this experiential and pneumatological
perspective. Focusing on the work of the Holy Spirit in salvation and sanctification,
he retrieves insights from Augustine, Luther, and Philip Melanchthon to present an
affective and Augustinian vision of salvation as a pedagogy of desire. In
articulating this vision, Zahl engages critically with recent emphasis on
participation and theosis in Christian soteriology, and charts a new path forward for
Protestant theology in a landscape hitherto dominated by the theological visions of
Barth and Aquinas.

The God-Shaped Brain
Winner of the 2016 Pulitzer Prize for Fiction Winner of the 2016 Edgar Award for
Best First Novel Winner of the 2016 Andrew Carnegie Medal for Excellence in
Fiction “[A] remarkable debut novel . . . [Nguyen] brings a distinctive perspective
to the war and its aftermath. His book fills a void in the literature, giving voice to
the previously voiceless . . . The nameless protagonist-narrator, a memorable
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character despite his anonymity, is an Americanized Vietnamese with a divided
heart and mind. Nguyen’s skill in portraying this sort of ambivalent personality
compares favorably with masters like Conrad, Greene, and le Carré. . . . Both
thriller and social satire. . . . In its final chapters, The Sympathizer becomes an
absurdist tour de force that might have been written by a Kafka or Genet.”—Philip
Caputo, New York Times Book Review (cover review) The winner of the 2016
Pulitzer Prize for Fiction, as well as seven other awards, The Sympathizer is the
breakthrough novel of the year. With the pace and suspense of a thriller and prose
that has been compared to Graham Greene and Saul Bellow, The Sympathizer is a
sweeping epic of love and betrayal. The narrator, a communist double agent, is a
“man of two minds,” a half-French, half-Vietnamese army captain who arranges to
come to America after the Fall of Saigon, and while building a new life with other
Vietnamese refugees in Los Angeles is secretly reporting back to his communist
superiors in Vietnam. The Sympathizer is a blistering exploration of identity and
America, a gripping espionage novel, and a powerful story of love and friendship.

The Upward Spiral
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Underground Railroad A
pandemic has devastated the planet, sorting humanity into two types: the
uninfected and the infected, the living and the living dead. After the worst of the
plague is over, armed forces stationed in Chinatown’s Fort Wonton have
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successfully reclaimed the island south of Canal Street—aka Zone One. Mark Spitz
is a member of one of the three-person civilian sweeper units tasked with clearing
lower Manhattan of the remaining feral zombies. Zone One unfolds over three
surreal days in which Spitz is occupied with the mundane mission of straggler
removal, the rigors of Post-Apocalyptic Stress Disorder (PASD), and the impossible
task of coming to terms with a fallen world. And then things start to go terribly
wrong… At once a chilling horror story and a literary novel by a contemporary
master, Zone One is a dazzling portrait of modern civilization in all its wretched,
shambling glory.

Toxic Desire
This study of nationhood explores the 19th-century confrontation of ideas that
transformed the kingdom of Siam into the modern conception of a nation. Siam
Mapped demonstrates that the physical and political definition of Thailand on
which other works are based is anachronistic.

The P*Rn Antidote
The best-selling author of The Seven Principles for Making Marriage Work lends
scientific insights into how to build and maintain trust in committed relationships,
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sharing a formula for calculating a couple's loyalty level that takes into account a
relationship's likely future and vulnerability to infidelity.

Good Sex
Why You're Not Married . . . Yet
Gain the essential skills of a professional grip to become the jack and master of all
trades on a movie or television show set. Discover vital insider tips ranging from
how to operate cutting-edge rigging and lighting equipment to performing difficult
camera mounts on aircraft, boats, cars, and trains. In The Grip Book, Fifth Edition,
seasoned Hollywood grip Michael G. Uva teaches you to install, set up, maintain,
and ensure the safety of all equipment on a set, such as C-stands, cameras, and
any specialty gear needed for a shoot. Guidelines for on-set etiquette and how to
succeed as a technical crew member will jumpstart your career and make you a
valuable asset on any film or television crew. This newly enhanced edition marks
the 25th anniversary of a Focal Press classic and has been updated to include: A
4-color insert covering greenscreen setup Technical expertise on maintaining the
latest and greatest filmmaking equipment Engaging how-to videos on the
companion website (www.focalpress.com/9780415842372) which demonstrate
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techniques described in the book A completely new test section with over one
hundred questions and answers, allowing you to quiz yourself on the techniques
and concepts you’ve just read Guidelines on what a grip has to be physically able
to perform in their day-to-day duties A European-specific appendix that features a
table of European grip terms and their American equivalents Whether you are a
professional grip looking to boost your skills or an aspiring one just beginning to
learn the trade, the time-tested tips and techniques for smooth and safe operation
on set make this new edition an indispensable reference guide.

Wholeheartedness
Based on Gabor Maté’s two decades of experience as a medical doctor and his
groundbreaking work with the severely addicted on Vancouver’s skid row, In the
Realm of Hungry Ghosts radically reenvisions this much misunderstood field by
taking a holistic approach. Dr. Maté presents addiction not as a discrete
phenomenon confined to an unfortunate or weak-willed few, but as a continuum
that runs throughout (and perhaps underpins) our society; not a medical
"condition" distinct from the lives it affects, rather the result of a complex interplay
among personal history, emotional, and neurological development, brain
chemistry, and the drugs (and behaviors) of addiction. Simplifying a wide array of
brain and addiction research findings from around the globe, the book avoids glib
self-help remedies, instead promoting a thorough and compassionate selfPage 15/31
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understanding as the first key to healing and wellness. In the Realm of Hungry
Ghosts argues persuasively against contemporary health, social, and criminal
justice policies toward addiction and those impacted by it. The mix of personal
stories—including the author’s candid discussion of his own "high-status" addictive
tendencies—and science with positive solutions makes the book equally useful for
lay readers and professionals.

General Catalogue of Printed Books to 1955
A young nobleman chosen to become a wolfcarl, a warrior bonded to a fighting
wolf, Isolfr is bound to Viradechtis, a queen wolf, as they confront a powerful force
of trolls, wyverns, and other supernatural creatures that threatens the complaisant
human holdings. Reprint.

Getting Off
Many evangelical churches face the problem of the open "back door"--even as new
people arrive, older members are leaving, looking for something else. Combined
with this problem is the discipleship deficit, the difficult truth that most
evangelicals are not reaching the unchurched at the rates they think they are. In
fact, many of the metrics that we often "count" in the church to highlight success
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really don't tell us the full story of a church's spiritual state. Things like attendance,
decisions, dollars, and experiences can tell us something about a church, but not
everything. To cultivate a spiritually healthy church we need a shift in our
metrics--a "grace-shift" that prioritizes the work of God in the lives of people over
numbers and dollars. Are people growing in their esteem for Jesus? Is there a
dogged devotion to the Bible as the ultimate authority for life? Is there a growing
interest in theology and doctrine? A discernible spirit of repentance? And perhaps
most importantly, is there evident love for God and for our neighbors in the
congregation? Leading a church culture to shift from numerical success to the
metrics of grace can be costly, but leaders who have conviction, courage, and
commitment can lead while avoiding some of the landmines that often destroy
churches. Wilson includes diagnostic questions that will help leaders measure--and
lead team transparency in measuring as a group--the relative spiritual health of
their church, as well as a practical prescriptive plan for implementing this metricmeasuring strategy without becoming legalistic. Most attractional church models
can lean heavily on making changes to the weekend worship gatherings. And while
some of these changes can be good, thriving grace-focused churches are driven by
a commitment to the gospel, allowing the gospel to inform and shape the worship
service and the various ministries of the church.

Pronoia Is the Antidote for Paranoia
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You have been called to a life of sexual success! Every Christian man is born into a
sexual war. The enemy attacks the young, hoping to scar them permanently and
leave them ruined. But your past is not enough to keep you from the enduringly
clean life you want and deserve. Clean is a priceless, no-nonsense resource for
every husband, father, brother, son, friend, pastor, and Christian leader on the
front lines of this war. It is a soldier’s handbook for those ready to reclaim their
homes, churches, and nations for the God who has built them to succeed. Dr. Doug
Weiss has been clean for more than twenty-five years, and he has devoted his life
to helping other men achieve victory. “This book,” says Dr. Weiss, “contains tested
and tried weapons for you to get and stay clean, not for a week, month or year, but
for the rest of your life.” Clean provides you with biblical, practical, dependable
weapons for seizing and maintaining a clean life for yourself and those you love.
You will even be equipped to reach out to your brothers-in-arms and teach them to
walk with you in cleanness. “If the Devil wants war, bring it on!” says Dr. Weiss.
Join the battle! Your sexual life is worth fighting for!

Oryx and Crake
-Have you repeatedly tried and failed to quit looking at pornography?-Are you tired
of the guilt and shame?-Has porn wreaked havoc in your marriage?Pornography is
a rapidly growing epidemic responsible for broken marriages, wrecked lives, and
ruined careers. This compelling and practical book will "crack the code" of how
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porn hijacks your "3 -Brains", deal with the core issues driving you to look at porn
(it's not just lust), and unveil a blueprint for restoring your marriage. You will see
how God designed us to connect with Him and with each other is a powerful
antidote to porn's seduction.I have been helping men and couples find freedom
from porn for over 18 years. Crack the cover to learn practical tips and proven
strategies you can implement today. This easy-to-read guide contains everything
you need to crush porn's grip and repair your marriage. If you only apply 10% of
what you read you will see significant changes in your battle with porn. Read the
first two chapters- if it isn't transforming then put it down. I'm betting you won't be
able to. "Carl and Christ helped save our marriage. Working with Carl gave my wife
and I the tools to better love each other. When we first met carl my wife was
drowning in pain. We are now closer than we've ever been and this closeness is
running over to improve our whole family. Carl has been a great guide to reveal
what Christ wants for us. thanks, Carl""I have learned that my pornography
addiction is an escapism tool that I have been implementing for over half of my
life. We have been able to root out the deeper issues, and I have learned that the
way I feel about myself is much worse than how Jesus feels about me. I like how
Jesus feels about me better""I would recommend this book to anyone wanting to
know more about the subject, someone struggling with the addiction and their
spouse/significant other for a better understanding of the addiction"

Wired for Intimacy
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The bestselling author of Hold Me Tight presents a revolutionary new
understanding of why and how we love, based on cutting-edge research. Every
day, we hear of relationships failing and questions of whether humans are meant
to be monogamous. LOVE SENSE presents new scientific evidence that tells us that
humans are meant to mate for life. Dr. Johnson explains that romantic love is an
attachment bond, just like that between mother and child, and shows us how to
develop our "love sense"--our ability to develop long-lasting relationships. Love is
not the least bit illogical or random, but actually an ordered and wise recipe for
survival. LOVE SENSE covers the three stages of a relationship and how to best
weather them; the intelligence of emotions and the logic of love; the physical and
psychological benefits of secure love; and much more. Based on groundbreaking
research, LOVE SENSE will change the way we think about love.

Love Sense
From the author of the international mega-bestseller The Subtle Art of Not Giving A
F*ck comes a counterintuitive guide to the problems of hope. We live in an
interesting time. Materially, everything is the best it’s ever been—we are freer,
healthier and wealthier than any people in human history. Yet, somehow
everything seems to be irreparably and horribly f*cked—the planet is warming,
governments are failing, economies are collapsing, and everyone is perpetually
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offended on Twitter. At this moment in history, when we have access to
technology, education and communication our ancestors couldn’t even dream of,
so many of us come back to an overriding feeling of hopelessness. What’s going
on? If anyone can put a name to our current malaise and help fix it, it’s Mark
Manson. In 2016, Manson published The Subtle Art of Not Giving A F*ck, a book
that brilliantly gave shape to the ever-present, low-level hum of anxiety that
permeates modern living. He showed us that technology had made it too easy to
care about the wrong things, that our culture had convinced us that the world
owed us something when it didn’t—and worst of all, that our modern and
maddening urge to always find happiness only served to make us unhappier.
Instead, the “subtle art” of that title turned out to be a bold challenge: to choose
your struggle; to narrow and focus and find the pain you want to sustain. The result
was a book that became an international phenomenon, selling millions of copies
worldwide while becoming the #1 bestseller in 13 different countries. Now, in
Everthing Is F*cked, Manson turns his gaze from the inevitable flaws within each
individual self to the endless calamities taking place in the world around us.
Drawing from the pool of psychological research on these topics, as well as the
timeless wisdom of philosophers such as Plato, Nietzsche, and Tom Waits, he
dissects religion and politics and the uncomfortable ways they have come to
resemble one another. He looks at our relationships with money, entertainment
and the internet, and how too much of a good thing can psychologically eat us
alive. He openly defies our definitions of faith, happiness, freedom—and even of
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hope itself. With his usual mix of erudition and where-the-f*ck-did-that-come-from
humor, Manson takes us by the collar and challenges us to be more honest with
ourselves and connected with the world in ways we probably haven’t considered
before. It’s another counterintuitive romp through the pain in our hearts and the
stress of our soul. One of the great modern writers has produced another book that
will set the agenda for years to come.

The Gospel-Driven Church
Depression can feel like a downward spiral, pulling you into a vortex of sadness,
fatigue, and apathy. In The Upward Spiral, neuroscientist Alex Korb demystifies the
intricate brain processes that cause depression and offers a practical and effective
approach to getting better. Based on the latest research in neuroscience, this book
provides dozens of straightforward tips you can do every day to rewire your brain
and create an upward spiral towards a happier, healthier life. Whether you suffer
from depression or just want a better understanding of the brain, this book offers
an engaging and informative look at the neuroscience behind our emotions,
thoughts, and actions. The truth is that there isn’t one big solution to depression,
but there are numerous simple steps you can take to alter brain activity and
chemistry. Some are as easy as relaxing certain muscles to reduce anxiety, or
getting more sunlight to improve your mood. Small steps in the right direction can
have profound effects—giving you the power to become your best self as you
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literally reshape your brain, one small change at a time.

Zone One
Lyombe Eko carries out an historical and cultural survey of the regulation of visual
depictions of explicit human sexual conduct from their earliest appearance on the
clay tablets of the valley of the Tigris and Euphrates rivers in ancient Mesopotamia,
to the tablet computers of Silicon Valley. The Regulation of Sex-Themed Visual
Imagery analyzes the contemporary problem of the applicability of the human right
of freedom of expression to explicit imagery in the face of societal interests in the
regulation of representations of human sexuality. This book will be of interest to
scholars, students, and broad audiences interested in comparative studies in
pornography regulation, the history of pornography, the law of pornography and
obscenity, and visual culture and history alike.

A New Dictionary of the English Language
"Revised and updated edition of this inspiring book presents the philosophy that
the universe is fundamentally friendly and that life gives you exactly what you
need, exactly when you need it and includes significant updates to the first
edition"--Provided by publisher.
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The Expulsive Power of a New Affection
Chuck DeGroat has been counseling pastors with Narcissistic Personality Disorder,
as well as those wounded by narcissistic leaders, for over twenty years. Offering
compassion and hope for both narcissists themselves and those affected by its
destructive power, DeGroat takes a close look at this insidious issue and imparts
wise counsel for churches looking to heal from its systemic effects.

Toughest People to Love
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • In Sapiens, he explored our past. In Homo
Deus, he looked to our future. Now, one of the most innovative thinkers on the
planet turns to the present to make sense of today’s most pressing issues.
“Fascinating . . . a crucial global conversation about how to take on the problems
of the twenty-first century.”—Bill Gates, The New York Times Book Review NAMED
ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY FINANCIAL TIMES AND PAMELA PAUL,
KQED How do computers and robots change the meaning of being human? How do
we deal with the epidemic of fake news? Are nations and religions still relevant?
What should we teach our children? Yuval Noah Harari’s 21 Lessons for the 21st
Century is a probing and visionary investigation into today’s most urgent issues as
we move into the uncharted territory of the future. As technology advances faster
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than our understanding of it, hacking becomes a tactic of war, and the world feels
more polarized than ever, Harari addresses the challenge of navigating life in the
face of constant and disorienting change and raises the important questions we
need to ask ourselves in order to survive. In twenty-one accessible chapters that
are both provocative and profound, Harari builds on the ideas explored in his
previous books, untangling political, technological, social, and existential issues
and offering advice on how to prepare for a very different future from the world we
now live in: How can we retain freedom of choice when Big Data is watching us?
What will the future workforce look like, and how should we ready ourselves for it?
How should we deal with the threat of terrorism? Why is liberal democracy in
crisis? Harari’s unique ability to make sense of where we have come from and
where we are going has captured the imaginations of millions of readers. Here he
invites us to consider values, meaning, and personal engagement in a world full of
noise and uncertainty. When we are deluged with irrelevant information, clarity is
power. Presenting complex contemporary challenges clearly and accessibly, 21
Lessons for the 21st Century is essential reading. “If there were such a thing as a
required instruction manual for politicians and thought leaders, Israeli historian
Yuval Noah Harari’s 21 Lessons for the 21st Century would deserve serious
consideration. In this collection of provocative essays, Harari . . . tackles a daunting
array of issues, endeavoring to answer a persistent question: ‘What is happening in
the world today, and what is the deep meaning of these events?’”—BookPage (top
pick)
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Pronoia Is the Antidote for Paranoia
In this powerful sermon, Thomas Chalmers inspires Christians to remove the
snares and tangles of sin—not through legalistic obedience but through the power
of a new and greater affection for God. Chalmers reminds God’s saints that as
sojourners living in this world, true power over the trials and sins of this life is
found only in desiring Jesus Christ.

The Great Divorce
A stunning and provocative new novel by the internationally celebrated author of
The Blind Assassin, winner of the Booker Prize. Margaret Atwood’s new novel is so
utterly compelling, so prescient, so relevant, so terrifyingly-all-too-likely-to-be-true,
that readers may find their view of the world forever changed after reading it. This
is Margaret Atwood at the absolute peak of her powers. For readers of Oryx and
Crake, nothing will ever look the same again. The narrator of Atwood's riveting
novel calls himself Snowman. When the story opens, he is sleeping in a tree,
wearing an old bedsheet, mourning the loss of his beloved Oryx and his best friend
Crake, and slowly starving to death. He searches for supplies in a wasteland where
insects proliferate and pigoons and wolvogs ravage the pleeblands, where ordinary
people once lived, and the Compounds that sheltered the extraordinary. As he tries
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to piece together what has taken place, the narrative shifts to decades earlier. How
did everything fall apart so quickly? Why is he left with nothing but his haunting
memories? Alone except for the green-eyed Children of Crake, who think of him as
a kind of monster, he explores the answers to these questions in the double
journey he takes - into his own past, and back to Crake's high-tech bubble-dome,
where the Paradice Project unfolded and the world came to grief. With
breathtaking command of her shocking material, and with her customary sharp wit
and dark humour, Atwood projects us into an outlandish yet wholly believable
realm populated by characters who will continue to inhabit our dreams long after
the last chapter.

21 Lessons for the 21st Century
"In this how-to book, Rob Brezsny builds a case for 'cagey optimism,' a perspective
which engages rather than represses difficulty and views the universe as
inherently friendly"--Provided by publisher.

The Grip Book
Mindfulness will make sex better, more exciting, and more fulfilling. Good Sex
shows you how. Jessica Graham is passionate about two things: sex and
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meditation. In Good Sex: Getting Off Without Checking Out, she shares mindfulness
practices that will make sex better, more exciting, and more fulfilling. Good Sex
begins with basic meditation instructions from a variety of techniques, followed by
mindfulness exercises delving into communication difficulties, and the fear,
attachment, and shame that can come up around sex. By exploring how
mindfulness can heal these emotional wounds, readers will bring about big spiritual
awakenings and increase intimacy. Unafraid to touch on a wide variety of ways to
be sexual, Good Sex includes issues such as open-eyed orgasms and threesomes
and how to handle a partner with a low sex drive. The book comes from a down-toearth and inclusive perspective, borrowing from Buddhism, Hinduism, and
Christianity, but easily accessible to the secular community and those with no
spiritual or mediation background. Good Sex is also for people who already have
great sex and want to explore new ways of loving. Though a blend of personal
stories, mindfulness teachings and techniques, and exercises putting the practices
into action, this book is a tool kit for creating a rich and deeply satisfying sex life.
Good Sexis fun, dirty, gentle, transcendent, simple, exciting, and transformative.
Good Sex is an adventure. No matter what sexual challenges you are facing, Good
Sex can help you grow, heal, and awaken. "Good Sex allows for evolution and
flexibility. Humans are amazing creatures and what turns us on and gets us off can
change many times throughout a life. Good Sex requires us to be willing to look
with eyes wide open at our shadow self, our trauma, and our ingrained beliefs.
Good Sex is neither being attached or indifferent. It is being fully present, without
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grasping, for the amazing thing that happens when people decide to come
together to do what we have been doing since the beginning of humankind. And
Good Sex is hot as hell, let's not forget that."

The Art of Being Human
Nemona can't believe she's crashed on the planet Fyrian with the brooding, goldenskinned alien who destroyed her ship. She should want to kill him, but everything
on Fyrian is an aphrodisiac so she just wants to have him. Now. Revenge. That's all
commander Oten has wanted against humans for more than a century, ever since
they tried to destroy his kind. He never thought he'd end up in bed with one. But
the desire the sex planet stokes for this human female is eating at him. Keeping
his hands, mouth, and vampiric fangs to himself proves impossible—especially
when she's begging him to touch her. Nemona has no idea what endless sex with a
Ssedez will do to her. But Oten knows all too well. They need to get off this planet
before their coupling stirs an alien mating bond that neither of their hearts can
withstand Each book in the Planet of Desire series is STANDALONE: * Toxic Desire *
Captive Desire

Safe Haven Marriage
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What you believe about God actually changes your brain. Psychiatrist Tim Jennings
unveils how our brains and bodies thrive when we have a healthy understanding of
who God is. This expanded edition now includes a study guide to help you discover
how neuroscience and Scripture come together to bring healing and transformation
to our lives.

What Makes Love Last?
Neuroscientist and researcher William Struthers explains how pornography affects
the male brain and what we can do about it. Exposing false assumptions, casting a
vision for a redeemed masculinity and offering insights for both married and single
men alike, this book offers hope for freedom from pornography and sanctification
in our bodies.
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